


The Paradise Parasite Cleanse is designed to shift your terrain by shifting your
patterns and incorporating practices that cultivate mastery over the little critters that
have taken over your body and trouble your mind of food desires/addictions.

Who’s in charge of your body?
You are!! 

I’m here to remind you...and it’s your responsibility to embody. 
Keep in mind, this is simply an opening to a much larger journey, if you choose to
embark on follow-up adventures to assess your weaknesses and strengthen them!!
The first principle in regenerative healing is addressing the environment, and one of
the first steps we take to shift the internal terrain is a parasite cleanse.

Welcome.



Environment - Cultivate the Conditions
for the Results You Desire

Facilitate Communicate - Strengthen
Nervous and Glandular Systems

Assess & Strengthen Weaknesses -
Open Channels of Elimination

Facilitate Flow - of the Circulatory
System made of Lymph, Blood, and Chi

Breathe - tap into the breath of life and
allow Breath to Breathe you







Foul...Foul...



Once you start to change theOnce you start to change the
environment from acidic (hot andenvironment from acidic (hot and

sticky) to alkaline (cool andsticky) to alkaline (cool and
conductive), you literally flip the scriptconductive), you literally flip the script
on your ability to achieve your goals.on your ability to achieve your goals.

Instead of driving in reverse,Instead of driving in reverse,  
  wondering why you aren’t gettingwondering why you aren’t getting

anywhere, you’ll shift into drive and beanywhere, you’ll shift into drive and be
cruisin’ towards increased energy, lesscruisin’ towards increased energy, less
pain less inflammation in your body,pain less inflammation in your body,

and your moods? Soul good...and your moods? Soul good...





































SKEDADDLE!SKEDADDLE!



SKEDADDLE!SKEDADDLE!



GI BROOMGI BROOM



ALIMENTARYALIMENTARY
CANAL ICANAL I

sooth, tone, strengthensooth, tone, strengthen



ALIMENTARYALIMENTARY
CANAL ICANAL I

sooth, tone, strengthensooth, tone, strengthen



ALIMENTARYALIMENTARY
CANAL IICANAL II

strengthen, tone, and movestrengthen, tone, and move





MONTMORILLONITEMONTMORILLONITE
CRYSTALSCRYSTALS

Super alkaline, Tesla crystalSuper alkaline, Tesla crystal











JOIN US IN
PARADISE

https://www.ignitethehealerwithin.com/paradisecleanse

